IF YOU WANT TO GO FAR
GO TOGETHER

WE COULD NOT HAVE reached our ambitious legislative goals were it not for our many members, supporters, and activists. We walked together in January at the Women’s March and the MLK Marade. You lobbied for us at Women and Family Wednesdays, helping to pass the Youth Health and Wellness Act. When the bomb cyclone hit, you changed your plans and came out to our rescheduled Lobby Day, helping us pass important immigration and bail bills. Many of you celebrated our 100th anniversary at Stanley Marketplace and were moved to tears by the Undocumonologues, or moved to dance by the Haus of Fish Candy. Then, you celebrated our joint accomplishments at our Annual Meeting. It has been quite a year, and we’re just getting started!

—Delana Maynes, Field Director

SUMMER CALENDAR

This summer we will be all over the state from Durango to Grand Junction and hope you will stop by and see us at one of these great events.

July 9: Death Penalty Repeal Postcard Party, ACLU of Colorado office, Denver
July 12 – 14: Black Arts Festival, Denver City Park Esplande
July 13 – 14: Colorado Springs Pride, America the Beautiful Park
July 18: Community Conversation on the Death Penalty, Gateway Highschool, Aurora
July 19 – 21: Fort Collins Pride Fest, Civic Center Park
July 27: Dragon Boat Festival, Denver, Sloan’s Lake Park
August 3: Aurora Pride, Aurora Reservoir
August 7: Death Penalty Repeal Postcard Party, ACLU of Colorado office, Denver
August 18: Pueblo Pride, Mineral Palace Park, 1500-2100 N Santa Fe Ave.
August 24: San Luis Valley Pridefest, Cole Park, Alamosa
August 29: Community Conversation on the Death Penalty, Wheatridge
September 8: Boulder Pridefest, Boulder Central Park
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THROUGHOUT COLORADO, ACLU supporters are advancing our organizational work and lifting the people around them through grassroots activism. The ACLU cannot defend against attacks on civil rights and civil liberties without financial support, and we certainly cannot do this work without the collective concern and activism of people throughout the state.

Residing in Carbondale, a community that has rallied to support their immigrant and refugee neighbors in courageous ways, Sue Edelstein and Bill Spence advance civil rights through their financial support of the ACLU and their longstanding commitment to community activism.

“Civil rights and adherence to the Constitution are fundamental to our belief system, and we deeply respect how ACLU is willing to fight for these causes. We each found and have respected the ACLU since the ‘70s. As we became financially able, we began to provide support. Our recent travels remind us how fragile societies can be when the ruling few abuse or get out of touch with their constituencies. ACLU works to protect individual rights and keep the separation of powers as the founders originally envisioned. This work is extremely important, especially at this time in our nation’s history.” —Sue Edelstein

Get Involved
• JOIN Become a member. Go to aclu-co.org and click “Join.”
• GIVE Donate to support our work at aclu-co.org/donate.
• VOLUNTEER Sign up to be an ACLU activist at aclu-co.org/volunteer.

Get Connected
facebook.com/ACLUofColorado
twitter.com/ACLUofColorado
instagram.com/ACLUofColorado
KAMYAR SAMIMI died in the custody of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement on December 2, 2017, 15 days after ICE agents arrested him. Mr. Samimi held a green card and had lived in the U.S. for more than four decades. Within days of his death, ACLU of Colorado sent ICE a request under the Freedom of Information Act for records related to his arrest, detention, and subsequent death.

It took 17 months and a federal lawsuit for ICE to produce its report about Mr. Samimi’s death. The report confirmed our worst fears about why ICE kept the public in the dark about this tragedy for so long. It paints a gruesome picture of the conditions inside the Aurora detention facility operated by GEO Group, Inc., a for-profit prison corporation; and a gruesome picture of how our government treats immigrant detainees.

Medical staff at GEO were ignorant about how to treat Mr. Samimi’s opioid addiction and apathetic about his overall care. The physician’s decision to cut Mr. Samimi off methadone was medically unjustifiable. To make matters worse, nurses failed to provide him with the correct doses of medication designed to treat the subsequent brutal withdrawal symptoms and to monitor his condition appropriately. They ignored his desperate pleas for medical attention because they thought he was faking it. Mr. Samimi became suicidal. As his deteriorating condition drew him closer to death, the nurses didn’t follow suicide-watch protocols or contact the physician, who apparently ignored calls when he wasn’t at the facility.

Mr. Samimi’s tragic death reflects deeper issues within immigration detention. He is one of 24 people to die in ICE custody since Trump took office, a number that does not include the seven children who have died in the custody of U.S. Customs and Border Protection since December. In Colorado, we hear constant stories of woeful medical care for the detainees at GEO, the vast majority of whom are refugees who lack legal representation.

Ultimately, Mr. Samimi didn’t take his own life. It was snuffed out by a broken system. After vomiting blood and collapsing, Mr. Samimi stopped breathing. He was finally taken to a hospital and pronounced dead. Later, the coroner’s autopsy would cite emphysema and gastrointestinal bleeding as contributing factors in his death. The forensic pathologist wrote that methadone withdrawal could not be ruled out as the cause of death.

In response to the gross mistreatment of human beings in its care, ICE rewarded GEO with 500 additional beds in February 2019. There is no indication of any effort to address the medical understaffing noted in the report on Mr. Samimi. At the time of Mr. Samimi’s death there were around 800 people at GEO and one physician on staff who never examined Mr. Samimi. Today, one physician is responsible for 1,365 lives.

“People are dying and we can’t wait a moment longer.”

At the same time GEO was undergoing major expansion, there were multiple outbreaks of mumps and chickenpox. As of May 2019, 152 detainees were under quarantine. Congressman Jason Crow, in whose district GEO is located, recently said of ICE, “The agency’s lack of transparency and accountability put the health of the public and detainees at risk. We’re seeing similar situations occur across the country fueled by ICE’s culture of secrecy... People are dying and we can’t wait a moment longer.”

Unfortunately, the Trump administration isn’t fueled by the same sense of urgency, but rather deliberate cruelty. It seems determined to keep locking immigrants in cages and to stuff the coffers of private prison corporations, which are unable or unwilling to provide adequate medical care. While this administration isn’t interested in holding ICE and GEO accountable, we are. Our work on behalf of detainees whose lives are at stake continues.

—Arash Jahanian, Staff Attorney

Right: Ana Temu at a GEO detention center vigil, May 6. © Dave Rashall
REMEMBERING CIVIL LIBERTIES CHAMPIONS

DURING ITS 99 YEARS OF HISTORY, ACLU has had the honor of collaborating with individuals who’ve shared its dedication for protecting civil rights and civil liberties for all. This year we lost several civil liberties champions. With gratitude for their work, ACLU of Colorado remembers those we’ve lost.

Jim Calaway founded the Houston affiliate of ACLU and was a former national ACLU Treasurer. Jim was a community leader in Carbondale, Colorado. As national treasurer, Jim helped turn around the finances of the ACLU at a critical time in its history. Jim was famous not only for his philanthropy but also for his joyful “Jim-isms” like, “I’m just a beggar for a great cause,” and “The highest priority is education for all.”

Jaren Ducker believed that an educated public was the cornerstone of democracy. Concerned that not everyone participates in our country’s freedoms equally, she steadfastly applied herself to the work. Jaren was a former leader of ACLU of Colorado’s board of Directors, a Planned Parenthood Board member and honoree of the 2003 Carle Whitehead Award for her lifetime contribution to civil liberties.

Former leader of ACLU Colorado Springs Chapter, Bill Hochman passed away at 97. Bill had a passion for teaching American history, the Bill of Rights, and constitutional principles. A long-time teacher and organizer of Colorado College’s Freedom and Authority program, he founded a program on war and peace studies and was a frequent speaker at local civic and bar association gatherings. Bill was still giving guest lectures at Colorado College just weeks before his death. His last talk earned him a standing ovation.

A fierce champion for the rights of people caught in the criminal justice system, the Rev. Tammy Garrett-Williams’s Above Waters Project has been deeply rooted in the lives of people directly impacted by mass incarceration and the criminal legal system. Her activism was widely visible across the community, from the NAACP to the Greater Metro Denver Ministerial Alliance. While there is still a long journey ahead to dismantle our systems of mass incarceration and the harms to people that result, Garrett-Williams helped move us forward on that journey and closer toward a more just and fair system for all.

Finally, as an ACLU board member, Carrie Ann Lucas brought her personal experience and a passion for justice that enhanced our own awareness and commitment to disability rights. Other civil liberties issues intersect with disability rights in complex ways, and Carrie Ann brought important insight in those cases. Carrie Ann was a teacher, an ordained minister and an attorney who championed representation for parents with disabilities. She founded Disabled Parents Rights and received national acclaim for her health care advocacy with ADAPT. Her fierce advocacy for disability justice and health care reform had an impact across Colorado and nationwide, and her personal life exemplified her values.

ACLU of Colorado owes a debt of gratitude to the lives of these activists, community leaders and friends. May we all aspire to leave legacies as powerful as these and as Jim Calaway said, may we “Work hard, be nice,” and “Find something that is good in every person.”

~Nathan Woodliff-Stanley, Executive Director

MEET OUR NEW STAFF

Before becoming the Public Policy Associate at ACLU of Colorado Helen Griffiths interned at the American Embassy in Mozambique and for Congresswoman Diana DeGette and Senator Michael Bennet, and was a research assistant for the Marshall Center for European Security Studies and the Colorado College Political Science department. She received multiple awards for her immigration research in France.

Deanna Hirsch is the Media Strategist at the ACLU of Colorado. Deanna graduated from Columbia Journalism School and Metropolitan State University of Denver, where she was the editor-in-chief of Metrosphere magazine and co-host/producer of Daytime Duo. Deanna wrote and helped publish Not Who I Pictured, a collection of short stories, and reported for Evergreen newspapers and the Uptowner.

Kassandra Rendón-Morales is the Reproductive Rights Campaign Coordinator. Before joining the ACLU, she worked with COLOR, a Latina-led, Latina-serving reproductive justice organization. She taught comprehensive sexual education, organized campaigns and worked with Latina youth. She graduated from the University of Nevada, Reno.
REAL SEX ED

ACLU OF COLORADO and Planned Parenthood of the Rocky Mountains championed reproductive rights legislation to bring comprehensive sex ed to more Colorado classrooms than ever before. HB 19-1032, the “Comprehensive Human Sexuality Education” bill was introduced on the first day of session, and passed in the final hours of the last day of session. This was a hard-fought battle made possible by a coalition of more than 30 organizations from fields in public health, education, reproductive freedom, and sexual violence prevention.

HB19-1032 removes a ban on state funding for comprehensive sex ed, allocates $1 million in state funds to a grant program on an annual, ongoing basis, and closes a loophole that enabled abstinence-only instruction to continue. Now, sex ed must include lessons on consent and sexual violence prevention. The new law also affirms ALL youth belong, by expanding LGBTQIA inclusion requirements and prohibiting the use of stigma and gender stereotypes. Lastly, HB-191032 requires schools teach abortion as acceptable of an option when facing an unplanned pregnancy as parenting and adoption.

The most critical voices in the effort to pass the bill belonged to young Coloradans. Youth activists testified openly about what comprehensive sex education meant to them. They shared personal experiences of surviving sexual violence, bullying, and rejection because of who they are, with grit and grace. Their voices humanized the bill for lawmakers and challenged them to act on behalf of all Colorado youth. We honored these young folks with the Civil Rights in Action Award at our Annual Meeting on May 14, 2019.

ACLU is working hard to ensure parents, students, and districts have the resources and guidance they need to comply with the new requirements and take advantage of the recently available state funding. Stay tuned for the August launch of a dedicated website with all this info and more. Onward!

—Lizzy Hinkley, Reproductive Rights Policy Counsel and Kassandra Rendón-Morales, Reproductive Rights Campaign Coordinator

ACLU News - Spring/Summer 2019

MUCH HAS BEEN WRITTEN about Governor Polis’ agenda and his wins on health care, full-day kindergarten, and transportation. There has been little noise about the strides made in criminal justice reform, voting rights, juvenile justice, and immigrant rights. Here is that report.

The ACLU plotted an ambitious legislative agenda with 14 proactive bills of which 13 passed and have been signed by the Governor. Our one defeat was our inability to repeal Colorado’s death penalty. But no worries: we’ll be back.

Our main legislative focus was pretrial reform. We know from data that a majority of people in jail are innocent, meaning they are in jail pre-trial. They are in jail because they cannot afford to pay the money it takes to get out. Generally speaking, regardless of the crime you are alleged to have committed, if you can post your money bond, you go free; if you can’t, you remain incarcerated.

Bail reform is a priority for ACLU across the country. In Colorado, we made significant gains through the passage of HB19-1225, which eliminates money bond for certain low-level offenses, and SB19-191, which eliminates the fees that are placed on top of the bond and often keep people behind bars longer. SB19-191 also requires prompt release from jail once bond is posted.

SB19-036 creates a state-wide, text-based court reminder program. HB19-1297 mandates detailed data collection from county jails, in part to track the impact of pre-trial reforms. Although presented as a juvenile justice bill – and it is that – SB19-108 includes extremely strong language limiting circumstances in which youth can be detained. This language will set the stage for similar language around adults held pretrial.

HB19-1263 shifts simple drug possession from a felony to a misdemeanor. It was one of the most controversial of our affirmative bills. It faced significant opposition from prosecutors and law enforcement, even though the bill still provides for jail time. It emphasizes treatment, however, over current punitive practices. The other controversial bill that we worked hard to pass was HB19-1032, comprehensive sex education.

In our fight for juvenile justice reform, we championed legislation that eases the entrapment of juvenile criminal records and a bill that expands a pilot program within the Department of Youth Services. The pilot will emphasize non-punitive approaches to disciplining youth, a focus on treatment, and ways to transition youth back into their communities.

Colorado has some of the most progressive voting laws in the country. We made additional strides in that area with the passage of HB19-1266, which will extend voting rights to parolees. There are currently approximately 10,000 Coloradans on parole.

HB19-1124 is not as bold on immigrants’ rights as we had hoped because the Governor was reluctant to support such daring legislation. The bill, nonetheless, is progress. It limits state probation from cooperating with U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, ends the unconstitutional practice of Sheriffs relying on warrantless ICE detainers to enforce federal civil immigration violations, and protects the rights of all Coloradans by ensuring that everyone receives an advisement of rights before being questioned by federal immigration authorities.

ACLU’s public policy team is proud of the work it accomplished this legislative session and we know that this work is not possible without all the great talent we have in our office. This work is also not possible without your support and I genuinely thank you for your efforts.

—Denise Maes, Public Policy Director

ACLU AT THE CAPITOL

BILLS, BILLS, BILLS

2019 LEGISLATIVE WRAP-UP

TRANS PEOPLE BELONG: AN INTERVIEW WITH ACLU CLIENT DASHIR MOORE

ON FEBRUARY 11, 2019 ACLU filed a discrimination lawsuit on behalf of Dashir Moore, a 32-year-old transgender man who was denied health care coverage for treatment of gender dysphoria and subsequent transition-related care. Insurance carve-outs for transition-related care are illegal, yet two days after surgery Mr. Moore was informed that his insurance company had denied the claim. He began receiving bills from the hospital totalling nearly $30,000. In May, we spoke with Mr. Moore about his experience.

Deanna Hirsch: Tell us a little bit about who you are and what brought you to the ACLU.

Dashir Moore: I moved to Colorado from Atlanta about two years ago for the trans-inclusive healthcare. I heard a lot of good things about Denver Health and their trans healthcare excellence award. I had surgery, then two days later I got a call from the Denver Health care coordinator letting me know that my surgery was denied by my insurance company. I was distraught.

“I had a choice about being trans as much as I had a choice about being black.”

Hirsch: Why was it so important to you to have this surgery?

Moore: From the time I was 10 years old, I knew I wanted to be a chef. By the time I was eight, I told myself I was going to be a man. So, I’ve accomplished both things in my life but with being a chef before I started my transition, my co-workers, even employers, weren’t focused on my culinary skill set as much as how I look under my uniform.

Hirsch: So, this surgery was really a necessary step for you to be able to fully live as who you are?

Moore: Exactly

Hirsch: How did you feel finding out that your claim had been denied?

Moore: Every day was a bad day because when you’re not satisfied with the first thing you see in the morning it kind of starts your day off wrong.

“Social media platforms are the new town halls,” said Legal Director, Mark Silverstein. “Just as we would not tolerate a government agency kicking concerned citizens out of a public hearing because they disagree with an elected official, the same rules apply on the internet.”

Both cases are ongoing. ACLU Colorado will continue to advocate in Fort Collins, Grand Junction and all around the state to ensure that whether you’re a church or a concerned constituent, your First Amendment rights remain protected.

—Deanna Hirsch, Media Strategist